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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) connects enormous ob-
jects through various sensors to facilitate daily life by interconnect-
ing the information space with the decision-makers. Security and
privacy are, however, the main concerns in IoT due to the openness
of communication channels and the unattended nature of common
sensors. To provide security and privacy for sensors and users in
IoT-based systems; in 2019, Zhou et al. proposed an unlinkable
authentication scheme using bilinear pairings. However, the vulner-
ability of their scheme against sensor node impersonation attack as
proved in this article renders the scheme of their work impractical
and insecure. A pairing free lightweight and unlinkable authenti-
cation scheme for distributed IoT devices (PFLUA-DIoT) is then
proposed in this article. The security of PFLUA-DIoT is proved
using the formal method along with a discussion on its provision of
security features. The performance and security comparisons show
that PFLUA-DIoT provides known security features and provides
better performance. Due to the avoidance of bilinear pairing-based
expensive operations, PFLUA-DIoT completes authentication in
less than half running time as compared with their and related
schemes. Therefore, the PFLUA-DIoT can address the security and
privacy issues of IoT, practically and efficiently.

Index Terms—Device access control, device impersonation,
forged message, IoT access.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Internet of Things (IoT) encompasses very large net-
works of homogenous and heterogeneous devices termed

as things. The real-world entities can be managed through
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sensing devices deployed remotely and controlled centrally [1].
A large number of applications including eHealth, smart vehicu-
lar systems, smart grids, and smart cities, etc. are enhancing the
quality of life through sensing devices. The sensing technolo-
gies can be deployed centrally, where users are connected with
some intermediate device for gaining live sensing information;
as well as distributively, where users are directly connected
to the sensors and access the information on edge of a net-
work [2]. In distributed networks, the communication between
users and sensors is carried out through the open channel. The
sensing information is typically used for decision making after
evaluation and analysis. Forging of such information can have
grave consequences as decisions are made on this information.
Like traditional networks, the sensor networks are subject to
traditional attacks and unlike many traditional networks, the
battery operation and that too on low-powered sensors renders
the security of these devices a more tedious task [3]–[5]. In past,
some efforts were exerted to secure IoT-based systems [6]–[9].
However, all these were proved to suffer from one or other weak-
nesses. Turkanovic et al. [10] presented a hash-functions-based
sensor access scheme without the mediation of the gateway.
Nevertheless, Farash et al. [11] proved the weaknesses of the
scheme [10] against impersonation and related attacks. The
scheme of Farash et al. [11] was proved as insecure against some
critical attacks including an impersonation by Amin et al. [12]
in 2016. Amin et al. also presented an update scheme using
only symmetric-key primitives. Another scheme proposed by
Amin–Biswas [13] was proved as insecure against forgery and
related attacks by Wu et al. [14]. Liu–Chang [15] also proposed
a scheme to access medical sensors directly without the in-
tervention of a gateway. In 2020, Ali et al. [16] showed that
the scheme [15] can become prey to user secret key reveal and
impersonation attacks. Li et al. [17] also exposed some weak-
nesses of the scheme of Liu–Chang. Another scheme using only
symmetric key primitives was proposed by Dhillio–Kalra [18].
In 2018, Karati et al. [19] and Luo et al. [20] also presented
two different scheme using bilinear pairings. Likewise, In 2019,
Jia et al. [21] presented another pairing-based authentication
scheme for IoT. Some other schemes were also presented by
different researchers [22]–[28], some of these [22]–[26] were
lacking one or the other security feature, and others [27], [28]
were lacking the efficiency mainly due to heavy computation
costs.
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A. Motivations

In 2019, Zhou et al. [29] proposed a user access to sensor
scheme using ECC and bilinear pairing. They argued the ef-
ficiency and security of the scheme along with unlinkability.
However, in this article, it is to show that the scheme of Zhou
et al. [29] is impractical due to its weakness against sensor node
impersonation attack. A pairing free lightweight and unlink-
able user access to sensor scheme for distributed IoT devices
(PFLUA-DIoT) is then proposed in this article. The structure
of the remaining sections/subsections is as follows: Section I-B
describes the adopted attack model. In Section II, we describe
the working of the scheme of Zhou et al. [29], and the weakness
of their scheme against sensor node impersonation attack is
proved in Section III. The proposed PFLUA-DIoT is presented
in Section IV. The security of the PFLUA-DIoT is analyzed
formally in Section V-A, whereas discussion on important secu-
rity feature provision is solicited in Section V-D. The security
and performance comparisons are conducted in Section VI. The
article is finally, concluded in Section VII.

B. Attack Model

Based on both Dolev–Yao (DY) [30] and Canetti–Krawczyk
(CK) [31], the active attack model is considered in this article.
The adopted attack model is very common and is used to analyze
many protocols [32]–[40]. Following attacker (A) capabilities
are assumed in the adopted attack model.

1) A controls the public channel and as per his capabilities,
A can listen, replay, jam, or send a modify message to any
of the communicating parties (i.e., user Ui and/or sensor
SNj).

2) A has the capabilities to launch power analysis to expose
parameters stored in stolen smart card or in the memory
of the captured sensor.

3) The system users and sensors are not trusted, which means
any communicating entity can try to impersonate on behalf
of others.

4) The public parameters including identities and public keys
of all the entities including the Trusted third party (TTP)
are accessible to all other system and nonsystem entities.

5) Private keys of the participants including the TTP are
safe and no adversary A is powerful enough to reveal the
private key of any of the system entities.

II. REVISITING THE SCHEME OF ZHOU ET AL.

In this section, we revisit the scheme of Zhou et al. [29]
designed to provide security through ECC and pairing-based
authentication and session key establishment, specifically for
distributed IoT applications.

A. Initialization

For initialization, the TTP selects an elliptic curve (EC)
Ep(α, β) and a point P along with additive group G1 over
Ep(α, β), generated by P . Considering G2 as a multiplicative
group, the TTP selects h,H,H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q the three hash

function, along with MAC as a message authentication code
function. Moreover, TTP selects bilinear pairing e : G1 ×G1 →
G2. TTP then selects/computes the key pair {sT ∈ z∗q, QT =
sTP and announces {G1, G2, P, q, h,H,H1,MAC, e,QT }
publicly and keeps sT secret. During this phase, all the sen-
sor nodes SNj : {j = 1, 2, . . . ,m} are also initialized each by
selecting it’s private key say sj and computing and publicizing
it’s public key Qj = sjP .

B. Registration

This phase initiates independently by each user say Ui :
{i = 1, 2, . . . ,n} by selecting his identity, password pair
{IDi, PWi}. Ui computes RPWi = h(PWi, IDi) and sends
the pair {IDi, RPWi} to TTP on a secure channel. TTP on
receiving the {IDi, RPWi} message, selects k ∈ z∗q and com-
putes Qi1 = kP , Si1 = sTQi1, pidi = IDi ⊕ h(RPWi, k),
fi = sTh(pidi) + k and sends back {Qi1, Si1, fi, pidi} to Ui.
Once received, Ui computes h(RPWi, k)− IDi ⊕ pidi, ei =
h(h(RPWi, k), IDi, PWi) and embeds {fi, pidi, ei} in his
smart card memory. Ui then selects his partial private key
si2 ∈ z∗q and computes Qi2 = si2P . Finally, Ui publicizes the
pair {Qi1, Qi2}; whereas, partial private key pair {Si1, si2} is
kept confidential.

C. Zhou et al.’s User Login and Authentication

For the execution of this phase, the user Ui initiates a lo-
gin and authentication request. Following steps are executed
in-sequence between the user Ui and sensor node SNj :

ZLK 1: U i → SNj : R1 = {Ei}
Initially, Ui enters {IDi, PWi} pair and the smart

device computes h(RPWi, k) = IDi ⊕ pidi, e
′
i =

h(h(RPWi, k), IDi, PWi) and checks validity of e
′
i by

performing equality checking with the stored ei, in case
equality does not hold, the process stops. Otherwise, Ui selects
ri ∈ Z∗

q , computesEi = riQj and sends the requestR1 = {Ei}
to the node SNj .

ZLK 2: SNj → Ui : R2 = {tj , Ej ,MACy(tj)}
SNj upon receiving R1, selects rj ∈ Z∗

q , computes Ej =

rjP ,Fj = rjs
−1
j Ei = (x, y), generates tj and further computes

MACy(tj).SNj further sendsR2 = {tj , Ej ,MACy(tj) toUi.
ZLK 3: U i → SNj : R3 = {aidi, rpidi, δ, ti}
Ui, after receiving R2 check freshness tj’s and on proven

freshness, computes Fi = riEj = (x
′
, y

′
). As next step, Ui

checks MACy(tj)
?
= MACy′ (tj). On successful verifica-

tion of MACy(tj), Ui computes rpidi = pidi ⊕ x
′
, aidi =

h(IDi, ri)⊕ pidi, Wi = e(Si1, yQj) and then selects cur-
rent ti. Ui further computes δ = si2 + fiH(ti, wi, Fi), sk =
H1(Fi, h(IDi, ri), ti, tj) and sends R3 = {aidi, rpidi, δ, ti} to
SNj .
SNj after successful verification of ti, computes pidi =

rpidi ⊕ x, w
′
i = e(Qi1, ysjQT ), h(IDi, ri) = aidi ⊕ pidi and

checks δ.P
?
= Qi2 +H(ti, w

′
i, Fj).(h(pidi)QT +Qi1. SNj in

case of successful verification computes the session key sk =
H1(Fi, h(IDi, ri), ti, tj).
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III. SENSOR NODE IMPERSONATION ATTACK ON THE SCHEME

OF ZHOU ET AL.

In this section, we explore the weakness of the scheme of
Zhou et al. [29] to sensor node (SN) impersonation attack. For
the simulation of the SN impersonation attack, we consider
an adversary A with ordinary capabilities of just listening to
the channel and have access to the public parameters as men-
tioned in the adopted attack model (Section I-B). Following
is the simulation of the steps executed among the legal user
Ui and the attacker A (pretending itself to be a legal SN
say SNj):

SNIA 1: U i → SNj : R1 = {Ei}
Initially, Ui enters {IDi, PWi} pair and the smart

device computes h(RPWi, k) = IDi ⊕ pidi, e
′
i =

h(h(RPWi, k), IDi, PWi) and checks validity of e
′
i by

performing equality checking with the stored ei, in case
equality does not hold, the process stops. Otherwise, Ui selects
ri ∈ Z∗

q and computes

Ei = riQj . (1)

Ui sends the request R1 = {Ei} to the node SNj .
SNIA 2: A → Ui : R2 = tj, Ej,MACy(tj)
A intercepts the message, selects rj ∈ Z∗

q , tj and then com-
putes

Ej = Qj (2)

Fj = Ei = (x, y) (3)

MACy(tj). (4)

A sends the reply R2 = {tj , Ej ,MACy(tj)} to Ui

SNIA 3: U i → SNj : R3 = {aidi, rpidi, δ, ti}
Ui, after receiving R2 check freshness tj’s and on proven

freshness, computes

Fi = riEj = (x
′
, y

′
). (5)

As next step, Ui checks

MACy(tj)
?
= MACy′ (tj). (6)

On successful verification of MACy(tj), Ui selects ti and
computes

rpidi = pidi ⊕ x
′

(7)

aidi = h(IDi, ri)⊕ pidi (8)

wi = e(Si1, yQj) (9)

δ = si2 + fiH(ti, wi, Fi) (10)

sk = H1(Fi, h(IDi, ri), ti, tj). (11)

SNIA 4: Ui further sends R3 = {aidi, rpidi, δ, ti} to SNj .
A intercepts and computes

pidi = rpidi ⊕ x (12)

h(IDi, ri) = aidi ⊕ pidi (13)

sk = H1(Fi, h(IDi, ri), ti, tj). (14)

Proposition 1: The senor node SNj in Zhou et al. [29]
authentication scheme for distributed IoT devices can be

impersonated by an adversary A using only the public param-
eters and with the capabilities to intercept the communication
message sent by a legal user Ui. A is not only able to get it
authenticated on behalf of SNj but also can share a session key
sk with Ui

Proof: Ui initiates the login request by computing and
sending R1 = {Ei} to SNj . A intercepts and com-
putes {Ej , Fj ,MACy(tj)} as per (2)–(4) and sends R2 =
{tj , Ej ,MACy(tj)} to Ui and after receiving R2, Ui veri-
fies freshness of tj and computes Fi in (5). Ui further ver-

ifies MACy(tj)
?
= MACy′ (tj) in (6). Ui finally, computes

rpidi, aidi, wi, δ, and session key sk as per (7)–(11), respec-
tively. Ui then sends R3 = {aidi, rpidi, δ, ti} to SNj . The
adversary A intercepts and computes pidi, h(IDi, ri), sk as
given in (12)–(14). For a successful SN impersonation attack,
A has to pass: 1) timestamp tj freshness, as A generated
fresh time stamp tj , therefore this test is passed; 2) the test

(MACy(tj)
?
= MACy′ (tj)) given in (6), where tj is genuine

and fresh, while y
′

is y-axis of the EC point Fi computed in
(5). Therefore, the ability of the attacker to compute the same
Fj in (3) determines the success and/or failure of impersonation
attack. As attacker computes Ej = Qj in (2), Fj = Ei = riQj

in (3) and the same Ej is used to compute Fi = riEj = riQj

in (5). Hence Fj computes by A and Fi computes by Ui

are exactly the same. Therefore, A can pass this test on the
fly and can get itself authenticated from Ui. The session key
computed on both sides is also the same as: Ui computes
sk = H1(Fi, h(IDi, ri), ti, tj) in (11), now A has computed
true Fi and knows both timestamps {ti, tj}. Moreover, using
x (x-coordinate of Fi) A, computes pidi = rpidi ⊕ x through
(12) and using pidi computes h(IDi, ri) = aidi ⊕ pidi in (9).
Therefore, the session key is computed by A in (14) is same as
computed by Ui in (11). Hence, the adversary using just public
parameters has successfully impersonated as a legal sensor node
SNj .

IV. PFLUA-DIOT: PROPOSED SCHEME

The proposed pairing free lightweight unlinkable authentica-
tion scheme for distributed IoT (PFLUA-DIoT) is presented in
this section. Following subsections provide a brief explanation
of each of the corresponding phase of the PFLUA-DIoT which
is also illustrated in Fig. 1.

A. PFLUA-DIoT: Initialization

For initialization, the TTP selects an EC Ep(α, β) and a point
P and h,H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q the two hash functions, along with
MAC as a message authentication code function. TTP then
selects/computes the key pair {sT ∈ z∗q, QT = sTP and an-
nounces {P, q, h,H,MAC,QT } publicly and keeps sT secret.
During this phase, all the sensor nodes SNj : {j = 1, 2. . .m}
are also initialized each by selecting it’s private key say sj and
computing and publicizing it’s public key Qj = sjP .

B. PFLUA-DIoT: Registration

This phase is initiated independently by each user
say Ui : {i = 1, 2. . .n} by selecting his identity, password
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Fig. 1. Proposed PFLUA-DIoT.

pair {IDi, PWi}. Ui computes RPWi = h(PWi, IDi) and
sends the pair {IDi, RPWi} to TTP on a secure chan-
nel. TTP on receiving the {IDi, RPWi} message, selects
k ∈ z∗q and computes Qi = kP , pidi = IDi ⊕ h(RPWi, k),
si = h(IDi)sT + k and sends back {Qi, si, pidi} to Ui.
Once received, Ui computes h(RPWi, k) = IDi ⊕ pidi, ei =
h(h(RPWi, k), IDi, PWi), si = si ⊕ h(h(RPWi, k), PWi)
and embeds {ei, si} in his smart card memory and removes
si. Finally, Ui publicizes the Qi; and the smart card contains
{Qi, si, pidi, ei}.

C. PFLUA-DIoT: Login and Authentication

For the execution of this phase, the userUi initiates a login and
authentication request. Following steps as illustrated in Fig. 1
are executed in-sequence between the user Ui and sensor node
SNj :

PLK 1: U i → SNj : R1 = {Ei, rpidi}
Initially, Ui enters {IDi, PWi} pair and the smart

device computes h(RPWi, k) = IDi ⊕ pidi, e
′
i =

h(h(RPWi, k), IDi, PWi) and checks validity of e
′
i by

performing equality checking with the stored ei, in case
equality does not hold, the process stops. Otherwise, Ui selects
ri ∈ Z∗

q , computes Ei = riP , rpidi = IDi ⊕ riQj and sends
the request R1 = {Ei, rpidi} to the node SNj

PLK 2: SNj → Ui : R2 = {tj , Ej ,MAC1}
SNj upon receiving R1, selects rj ∈ Z∗

q , com-
putes IDi = rpidi ⊕ sjEi, Ej = rjP , Fj = rj(Qi +

TABLE I
NOTATIONS GUIDE

h(IDi, Qi)QT ) = (fx, fy) generates tj and further computes
MAC1 = MACfy(Ei, Ej , Fj , IDi, tj). SNj further sends
R2 = {tj , Ej ,MAC1} to Ui.

PLK 3: U i → SNj : R3 = {MAC2, ti}
Ui, after receiving R2 check freshness of tj and on

proven freshness, computes si = si ⊕ h(h(RPWi, k), PWi)
and Fi = siEj = (fx

′
, fy

′
). As next step, Ui checks

MACfy′ (Ei, Ej , Fi, IDi, tj)
?
= MAC1. On successful veri-

fication of MACy(tj), Ui selects ti, computes MAC2 =
MACfx′ (Ej , Fi, ti) and sk = H(Ei, Ej , Fi, riEj) and sends
R3 = {MAC2, ti} to SNj .

PLK 4: SNj after successful verification of ti, checks

MACfx(Ej , Fi, ti)
?
= MAC2. SNj in case of successful veri-

fication computes the session key sk = H(Ei, Ej , Fj , rjEi).

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

This section presents the security proof of the proposed
PFLUA-DIoT formally under ROR model [41] as well as
describes attack resilience of PFLUA-DIoT through a brief
discussion on security feature provision.

A. Formal Security Analysis

The formal provable security analysis is solicited here. Fol-
lowing sections provide evidence of the robustness of the pro-
posed scheme while combating several attacks:

B. Security Model

The formal security model and its proof are accomplished
by customizing the [42]–[44] works in our proposed protocol
environment. The PFULA-DIoT’s formal security model [41]
consists of two entities the attacker A and a responder R. A
contacts any instance of user or sensor, we denote both by a
single instance Eα, where α represents αth instance of any of
the user or sensor. Table II represents the queries by A and the
corresponding response by R.

We denote EUiSn as the event that A impersonate Ui to SNj

by forging R3; whereas, ESnUi denotes the event where A can
forge R2 to impersonate as SNj . We also consider an event Esc

as the event where A can overcome the semantic security of the
proposed scheme.
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TABLE II
QUERIES AND THEIR ANSWERS

C. Provable Security

For proof purposes following theorem are argued as below:
Theorem 1: PFLUA-DIoT protocol achieves mutual authen-

tication, if Pr[EUiSn] and Pr[ESiUn] both are negligible.
Proof: A is allowed to perform Send(Ui, R3). The forg-

ing may be successful if and only if the responder R gets

MACfx(Ej , Fi, ti)
?
= MAC2 verified. R can get a record

from the maintained list Lmc with probability 1/qmc. There-
fore, the probability for forging R3 by A is Pr[EUiSn] =
1/qmc. Likewise,A is also allowed to performSend(SNj , R2).
The forging may be successful if and only if the responder

R gets MACfy′ (Ei, Ej , Fi, IDi, tj)
?
= MAC1 is verified. In

this way, A can generate two messages {tj , Ej ,MAC1} and
{t′j , E

′
j ,MAC

′
1} and the R can compute rj − r

′
jP with prob-

ability 1/p and R extracts a record from the maintained list
Lmc and the probability is 1/qmc. Therefore, the probability
of this event is Pr[ESnUi] = 1/p.qmc. Hence, A cannot forge
Ui → SNj and SNj → Ui security with nonnegligible proba-
bility.

Theorem 2: The PFLUA-DIoT is semantically secure.
Proof: On queryingTest,R can get nonnegligible advantage

ε to get the right session key (sk), this event is denoted by Ekey .
The probability for A to guess c in the Test session is ≥ 1/2, so
it leads toPr[Ekey] ≥ ε/2. Now, letEUi

Test andESNj

Test represents
the events that Ui and SNj are queried through Test. We have
the following:

ε/2 ≤ Pr[Ekey]

= Pr[Ekey ∧ EUi

Test] + Pr[Ekey ∧ E
SNj

Test ∧ EUiSn]

+ Pr[Ekey ∧ E
SNj

Test ∧ ¬EUiSn]

≤ Pr[Ekey ∧ EUi

Test] + Pr[Ekey ∧ E
SNj

Test ∧ ¬EUiSn] ≤
≥ ε/2− Pr[EUiSn].

Since Pr[E
SNj

Test ∧ ¬EUiSn = EUi

Test, therefore

Pr[sk = H(Ei, Ej , Fj , rjEi)] ≥ ε/4− Pr[EUiSn]/2. (15)

Using Theorem 1, Pr[EUiSn] can be ignored. Therefore, the
proposed PFLUA-DIoT is semantically secure.

D. Security Features Discussion

In this section we conduct an informal discussion of the
security features of the proposed PFLUA-DIoT.

1) Anonymity and Unlinkability: In proposed PFLUA-DIoT,
not only user identity (rpidi = IDi ⊕ riQj) is hidden in dy-
namic parameters based on freshly generated (session-specific)
random variable ri to provide dynamic pseudo-identity but all
other parameters communicated through public channels are ei-
ther built upon random nonces (ri, rj) or on current time stamps
(ti, tj). Therefore, none of the parameters can expose any related
information between two separate sessions of the access control
process. Hence, neither Ui nor SNj can be linked/tracked and
PFLUA-DIoT provides anonymity and unlinkability.

2) Impersonation Attack: An attacker A may try to im-
personate either the initiating user Ui or the responding sen-
sor node SNj and in order to be successful in his forgery
attack, A has to create legal and valid initiating user mes-
sages R1 = {Ei, rpidi} and R3 = {MAC2, ti} or it has to
create valid and legal response message R2 = {tj , Ej ,MAC1}
on behalf of sensor node. A is considered to have all pub-
lic parameters {Qi, Qj , IDi, IDj , P, q, h,H,MAC,QT } in-
cluding public identities of Ui and SNj . As per the attack-
ers capabilities mentioned in the attack model (Section I-
B), A already have access to the parameters previously ex-
changed among the entities RPre

1 = {EPre
i , rpidPre

i }, RPre
2 =

{tPre
j , EPre

j ,MACPre
1 } and RPre

3 = {MACPre
2 , tPre

i }. As
described in Section V-D1, all the messages exchanged on public
channel are unlinked, so the attacker has no benefit of capturing
exchanged data related to more than one sessions. Due to the
involvement of two legal entities in access control phase of
the PFLUA-DIoT, the attack simulation and resilience can be
described in two separate ways.

1) A may try to impersonate on behalf of the initiating
user say Ui, A can form an initial request by select-
ing some random ra and by computing and sending
Ea = raP , rpida = IDi ⊕ raQj to the sensor nodeSNj .
However, A may never be able to compute Fi = siEj

on reception of reply message R2 = {tj , Ej ,MAC1}
as it requires private key si of Ui and ultimately, A is
unable to compute MAC2 = MACfx′ (Ej , Fi, ti) and
sk = H(Ei, Ej , Fi, riEj) as both require the knowledge
of Fi. The inability of computing Fi, MAC2 and sk
is translated into it’s inability to create valid and legal
response message R3 = {MAC2, ti}. Hence, no attacker
has any benefit of the public parameters for computation
of valid request messages {R1, R3} and the session key.

2) A may try to impersonate on behalf of a sensor
node and for that, A may wait for access control re-
quest R1 = {Ei, rpidi} from some user say Ui. A
now needs to extract user identity IDi and for ex-
posing {IDi = rpidi ⊕ sjEi}, the attacker needs sj ,
the private key of the sensor. Therefore, A may not
be able to compute Fj = rj(Qi + h(IDi, Qi)QT ) =
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(fx, fy), MAC1 = MACfy(Ei, Ej , Fj , IDi, tj) and as
a result A is unable to compute session key sk =
H(Ei, Ej , Fj , rjEi).

Hence, our PFLUA-DIoT resists both user and sensor imper-
sonation attacks.

3) Forward Secrecy: In the proposed PFLUA-DIoT, every
session has it’s own random variable (ri and rj) and timestamps
(ti and tj). It is also argued in Section V-D1 that all sessions
are unlinkable. Therefore, the compromise of any session key
cannot effect previous or next session-specific shared keys.

4) Replay Attack: A may try to replay some message but can
not be successful because of the session specific random nonces
(ri or rj) and timestamps (ti or tj) are part of both messages
R2 = {tj , Ej ,MAC1} and R3 = {MAC2, ti}; therefore, the
replay will be detected at an early stage, and the attacker may
never be able to generate any session key using the replay.

5) Stolen Smart Card: In the proposed PFLUA-DIoT, even
the smart card is lost and A gets information {Qi, si, pidi, ei}
stored on smart card, A still needs user identity IDi and pass-
word PWi to computes h(RPWi, k). Moreover, the private
key si of Ui can be extracted only by using h(RPWi, k) and
PWi, i.e., si = si ⊕ h(h(RPWi, k), PWi) and this private key
is used to compute Fi = siEj = (fx

′
, fy

′
), which is used in

formation of session key sk = H(Ei, Ej , Fi, riEj) as well as
to prove authenticity through MAC2 = MACfx′ (Ej , Fi, ti)
in-front of sensor node. Therefore, stolen smart card parameters
are having no significance until A gets the private key of the
user, which is accessible only when the attacker has access
to user password PWi and identity IDi. Hence, the proposed
PFLUA-DIoT resists stolen smart card attack.

6) Man in the Middle Attack: The proposed PFLUA-DIoT
provides resistance against Ui impersonation as well as SNj

impersonation and as argued in Section V-D2, no adversary
is capable enough to generate valid and legal access control
messages exchanged over an insecure channel. Therefore, A
cannot generate initiating or responding message. Moreover,
it is also described in Section V-D4 that replay is detected
immediately. Hence, the proposed PFLUA-DIoT resists man in
the middle attack.

7) Sensor Capture Attack: In the proposed PFLUA-DIoT,
each sensor node stores only it’s own private key sj . The private
key sj of a sensor node SNj has no relationship with the private
key say sk of any other sensor node say SNk, as all private
keys are generated randomly. Therefore, the physical capturing
of SNj bears no weaknesses on part of other noncompromised
sensor nodes, and the proposed PFLUA-DIoT resists physical
sensor capture attack.

VI. COMPARISONS

This section presents the performance and security com-
parisons of the proposed PFLUA-DIoT with existing schemes
proposed in [20]–[29]. The comparisons are made keeping in
consideration the performance with respect to computation and
running times along with the bits communicated to complete the
authentication procedure, and the security features provided by
the schemes. The comparisons are explained in the following
sections.

TABLE III
OPERATIONS AND THE CORRESPONDING COSTS

A. Performance Comparisons

This section provides comparisons with respect to computa-
tion and running times (RT) in milliseconds (ms) along with
the bits exchanged (communication cost) between the entities
for completion of an authentication cycle. Table III presents
the notations introduced along with their meanings and running
time of each as per the experiment conducted [45] on a dual
E2200 PC with Ubuntu OS along with PBC library, the RAM
size, and processor speeds are 2 GB, 2.20 GHz, respectively.

To complete the authentication process, the user Ui in our
PFLUA-DIoT scheme executes 3TPmul and 4TOhsh; whereas,
the sensor node SNj executes 3TPmul, 1TPadd, and 9TOhsh

operations. Therefore, the total computation required for com-
pletion of the procedure is 6TPmul + 1TPadd + 8TOhsh, as per
the experiment [45], the total running time for completion of 1
cycle of the authentication procedure in proposed PFLUA-DIoT
is ≈ 13.4055 ms. The scheme of Zhou et al. [29] completes
the process in ≈ 29.4772 ms, the other scheme [20]–[28] com-
pletes the same in ≈ 29.9312 ms, ≈ 33.0472 ms, ≈ 31.3644 ms,
≈ 22.775 ms, ≈ 33.4176 ms, ≈ 50.4595 ms, ≈ 41.6062 ms, ≈
29.5106 ms, and ≈ 67.9155 ms, respectively. The communica-
tion cost of each of the scheme [20]–[29] is calculated us-
ing the bits exchanged between system entities and for this
purpose, we keep SHA− 1 as oneway hash function with
bit size 160, the standard sizes as recommended by NIST
for modular exponentiation-based parameters and ECC-based
parameters are considered as 1024 and 320 b, respectively.
The size of identity and random numbers are assumed to be
160 b and the size of timestamp is fixed at 32 b. The user
Ui and sensor node SNJ exchanges three messages for com-
pletion of the procedure in our PFLUA-DIoT scheme. The
initial message R1 = {Ei, rpidi} is sent from Ui to SNj and
total bits sent are {320 + 160} = 480; while the reply message
R2 = {tj , Ej ,MAC1} is sent fromSNj toUi and total bits sent
during transmission of R2 are {32 + 320 + 160} = 512; the fi-
nal response messageR3 = {MAC2, ti} is sent fromUi toSNj

and it takes {160 + 32} = 192 b. Hence, total bits exchanged
for PFLUA-DIoT scheme are {480 + 512 + 192} = 1184. The
communication cost of the scheme of Zhou et al. [29] is 1344 b.
The communication cost of the proposed PFLUA-DIoT is less
than all the scheme presented in [20]–[22], [24]–[29], while it’s
slightly higher than the scheme put forward in [23].

The computation cost along with running time and commu-
nication costs of each of the compared scheme [20]–[29] is also
given in Table IV, and it is very clear that the proposed scheme
has the least computation cost, approximately less than half as
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

TABLE V
SECURITY FEATURES

compared with most of the schemes, which is due to avoidance
of pairing-based operations for the completion of authentication.

B. Security Features

This section provides comparisons with respect to attack
resistance and security features provided by proposed PFLUA-
DIoT and the schemes proposed in [20]–[29]. The summary of
the comparisons is given in Table V. According to Table V,
the scheme of Zhou et al. [29] lacks resistance against SNj

impersonation attack as proved in Section III. The scheme of
Das et al. [22] is weak against impersonation and man in middle
attacks; the scheme of Jia et al. [21] and Luo et al. [20] do not pro-
vide direct authentication between two communicating entities
rather both require an intermediate agent or trusted third party
for completion of the process, in addition, the scheme of Luo
et al.[20] does not provide mutual authentication and is weak
against the leakage of ephemeral secrets attack. The scheme
of Challa et al. [24] entails incorrectness and cannot provide
authentication among two entities in case there is more than
one user exist in the system. The scheme presented by Bakhtiari
et al. [25] does not provide resistance against impersonation
and man in middle attacks. The scheme of Li et al. [26] does
not provide mutual authentication and the scheme of Wang–
Zhang [23] lacks resistance against impersonation attack. Only
the proposed PFLUA-DIoT and the schemes proposed by He
et al. [27] and Xiong-Qin [28] provide all required security
features and resistance against the known attacks. The proposed
PFLUA-DIoT due to its low computation and communication
costs is more suitable than both the schemes [27], [28].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proved that a very recent identity and bilinear
pairing-based authentication scheme for IoT designed by Zhou
et al. [29] is insecure against sensor node impersonation attack.
We then put forward a pairing free lightweight and unlinkable au-
thentication scheme for distributed IoT devices (PFLUA-DIoT),
designed specifically to provide security and privacy alongside
the performance efficiency in IoT-based systems. The security of
the PFLUA-DIoT is demonstrated using the formal RoR model,
in addition to the discussion of security features provision of
PFLUA-DIoT. Moreover, the comparisons conducted in this
article show that the proposed scheme provides all security
features and has better performance than the related schemes.
Specifically, it has reduced more than 50% computation cost as
compared with Zhou et al. [29] and most of the related schemes
by providing the identity-based authentication without the use
of costly bilinear pairing operations. The low cost and better
security properties render PFLUA-DIoT as the more practical
and better security option for IoT-based systems.
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